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GALPIN FORD AND HENRIK FISKER UNVEIL ROCKET SPEEDSTER CONCEPT  
AT 2015 PEBBLE BEACH CONCOURS D’ELEGANCE 

 
Acclaimed Automotive Designer and Visionary Customizer turn the Ultimate 

Mustang into a Stunning Speedster  
 
MONTEREY, Calif. (August 15, 2015) – Galpin Auto Sports and Henrik Fisker unveiled the latest iteration 
of the “Ultimate American Muscle Car” today at the 2015 Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance; the 2015 
Rocket Speedster Concept. Following a short drive onto the legendary Pebble Beach Concept Lawn, 
Henrik Fisker and Galpin Motors President, Beau Boeckmann introduced the convertible carbon fiber-
bodied super-Mustang, intended for low-volume production. The car was featured as one of only a few 
special designer cars in front the Lodge at Pebble Beach. 
 
Featuring a fully integrated carbon fiber speedster cover that transforms the four-seat convertible into a 
two-seat speedster, this new edition Rocket maintains exceptional visual drama and performance with 
the top up or down. As with the Rocket Coupe, the Concept carries a carbon fiber hood feeding air into 
the supercharged 725-hp V8 engine through two sculpted air intakes, aiding the grill and front splitter in 
maintaining optimal cooling and aerodynamics.  
 
Constructed by GFMI Metalcrafters, Inc. in Fountain Valley, Calif., headed by CEO Mike Alexander, the 
handcrafted bodywork integrates a number of key aerodynamic elements to channel airflow for 
necessary cooling and downforce. Two additional air scoops, mounted on the rear fenders ahead of the 
wheels, help direct fresh air to cool oversized 15-inch Brembo Gran Turismo high performance brakes. 
The entire package sits on special 21-inch metallic red color-keyed five-spoke alloy wheels. 
 
“When I worked on the Rocket Speedster project with Beau, the creativity sparks were constantly in the 
air,” said Fisker. “When I was designing the speedster cover, I gave it extreme sculpture and dynamic 
lines that flows with the muscular body of the Rocket and created a new interior graphic to go with it. 
I'm very excited to unveil the Rocket Speedster at the Pebble Beach concept lawn with Beau.” 
 
The inspiration from the 1960s and early 1970s specialty pony cars remains completely intact, while the 
all carbon fiber bodywork has been thoroughly reworked to accentuate the convertible’s aggressive 
muscular proportions. The Concept’s exterior is finished in a deep metallic red, highlighting visible 
polished carbon fiber stripes extending from the imposing hexagonal carbon fiber grill to the speedster 
cover featuring exposed carbon fiber air outlets. To reduce air turbulence, the speedster cover’s air 
outlets are also equipped with an integrated mesh directly behind the driver and passenger, allowing air 
to pass smoothly over the redesigned lower rear deck.  
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“Henrik’s original design sketches for the Rocket gave me chills and the convertible is no different,” said 
Beau Boeckmann, President of Galpin Motors. “This Speedster Concept has added another layer of style 
to the car without losing an ounce of the incredible beauty of the coupe. It really has been a dream 
collaboration, combining Henrik’s design execution with the performance and customization expertise 
of the Galpin Auto Sports team.” 
 
The original Rocket Coupe design was first unveiled as a prototype at the 2014 Los Angeles Auto Show, 
receiving widespread praise from both the international media and the public. Just four and a half 
months later, the first production model of the Rocket Coupe debuted at the 2015 Amelia Island 
Concours d’Elegance, representing the first example of the limited production run.  
 
Just like its coupe predecessor, the Rocket Speedster is not a one-off concept. Interested buyers will 
have the option of purchasing a car through Galpin Ford directly or through one of several hand-picked 
dealers across the country and around the world.  
 
About Galpin Auto Sports 
Galpin Auto Sports, located at 15600 Roscoe Blvd. in Van Nuys offers customizing and personalizing services on all new and pre-
owned vehicles including collector and classic cars. For more information on Galpin Auto Sports’ unique products and services, 
please contact GAS Operations Manager, Brandon Boeckmann (brandonb@galpin.com), at (877)-GO-GAS-GO or visit the 
website at www.galpinautosports.com.  
 
About Galpin Motors 
Galpin Motors, home to the world’s largest volume Ford dealership for the 25th consecutive year, was founded in 1946 and is 
headquartered in Los Angeles’ San Fernando Valley. Galpin is comprised of a family of quality automobile brands that include 
Ford, Lincoln, Honda, Mazda, Subaru, Volkswagen, Volvo, Jaguar, Lotus and Aston Martin. For additional information on Galpin 
Motors and Galpin Auto Sports, contact Marketing Manager Jeff Skobin at 818-778-2540/jeff@galpin.com, visit the dealer at 
15505 Roscoe Blvd., North Hills, Calif. 91343, like on Facebook at Facebook.com/GalpinMotors or visit www.galpin.com.  
 
About Henrik Fisker 
Henrik Fisker is an entrepreneur and one of the world’s leading automotive designers. Previously Fisker founded Fisker 
Automotive in 2007, where he launched the world’s first premium plug-in hybrid, the Fisker Karma. Best known among his 
creations are BMW Z8, Aston Martin DB9 and Aston Martin V8 Vantage. Amongst his latest creations is also the Lauge Jensen 
Viking motorcycle. Originally from Denmark Fisker is now based in Los Angeles, and is the Founder of HF Design, a design and 
technology company with various automotive, technology and consumer product ventures underway. More information can be 
found at www.henrikfisker.org. 
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